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Merchandise 


Special 
edition  
just  
for 


the lottery 
industry! 


Don’t want to pay a 
licensing fee? 


Consider the versatile 
handmade (in the USA!) 
acrylic Tic Tac Toe board by 
world renown artist Shlomi 
Haziza. 


For extra measure, your 
lottery logo can be 
embedded in this ‘exclusive 
to the lottery industry’ 
special edition Tic Tac Toe 
board. 


Tic Tac Trollie © & TM 2010 
 Frost Productions LLC 


Patent Pending


Sample only, 
Lottery merchandise will 


be uniquely different! 
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RULES READ: 
  
WITHIN EACH GAME: 
Reveal 3 like prize amounts 
in any row, column or 
diagonal and win that 
amount, or 2 like prize 
amounts and a ‘   ’  symbol 
and win prize amount 
shown.  Reveal 5 like prize 
amounts across the center 
‘X’ diagonal lines and win 
10 times the prize amount 
shown. ‘    ’  symbols are 
wild and can be used with 
dollar amounts to win. 


Anytime of Year Design 
4x4, $2 ticket, win up to $20,000  


(or choose your own price point and top prize!) 


18 ways to win! Tic Tac Trollie © & TM 2010 
 Frost Productions LLC 


Patent Pending
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Anytime of Year Bridge Design 
4x6, $3 ticket, win up to $30,000  


(or choose your own price point and top prize!) 


RULES READ: 


WITHIN EACH GAME: In any 
row, column, or diagonal, 
reveal 3 like prize amounts, 
or 2 like prize amounts and a 
“     ” symbol and win the 
prize shown. 


DIAGONAL ‘X’ ACROSS ALL 
FOUR GAMES: Reveal 6 like 
prizes across either one of the 
large center diagonal lines 
and win 10 times that prize 
amount. “      ” symbols are 
wild and can be used with 
dollar amounts to win! 


BONUS PLAY: Reveal 3 “    ” 
symbols anywhere in the four 
games, win $500. 


Tic Tac Trollie © & TM 2010 
 Frost Productions LLC 


Patent Pending


35 ways to win! 
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Anytime of Year Design 
4x6, $3 ticket, win up to $25,000  


(or choose your own price point and top prize!) 


RULES READ: 


WITHIN EACH GAME: In any 
row, column, or diagonal, 
reveal 3 like prize amounts, 
or 2 like prize amounts and a 
“     ” symbol and win the 
prize shown. 


DIAGONAL ‘X’ ACROSS ALL 
FOUR GAMES: Reveal 6 like 
prizes across either one of the 
large center diagonal lines 
and win 10 times that prize 
amount. “      ” symbols are 
wild and can be used with 
dollar amounts to win! 


BONUS PLAY: Reveal 3 “    ” 
symbols anywhere in the four 
games, win $500. 


Tic Tac Trollie © & TM 2010 
 Frost Productions LLC 


Patent Pending


35 ways to win! 
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RULES READ: 


WITHIN EACH GAME: In any 
row, column or diagonal, 
reveal 3 like symbols,  or 2 
like symbols and a     symbol 
and win the amount for that 
symbol. 
DIAGONAL ‘X’ ACROSS ALL 
FOUR GAMES: Reveal 6 like 
symbols across either one of 
the large center diagonal 
lines and win 10 times that 
symbol prize amount.              
       symbols are wild and 
can be used with other 
symbols to win.  
BONUS PRIZE: Get 3       
symbols anywhere in the 
four games and win $500 
instantly. 


Tic Tac Trollie © & TM 2010 
 Frost Productions LLC 


Patent Pending


Halloween Design 
4x8, $10 ticket, win up to $500,000  
(or choose your own price point and top prize!) 


35 ways to win! 
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Tic Tac TrollieTM 


Adding  
a little 
magic & 


mythology 
to the lottery 
industry! 


TIC TAC TROLLIE™ is the perfect union of the popular tic-tac-toe game and 
the fanciful world of the mythical anthropomorphic troll. 


Tic-tac-toe, found everywhere from the temples of ancient Egypt to the 
medieval cathedrals of England, has entertained people for centuries. 
Linked to pagan rituals dedicated to the magical properties of the nine-
square grid, the traditional tic-tac-toe game (already a proven success in 
the lottery industry) fits snugly together with the enchanting world of the 
anthropomorphic troll. 


In fact, trolls have been a part of folklore forever. Classified by historians 
into four categories— forest trolls, jungle trolls, ice trolls, and sand trolls — 
they are seen as mischievous creatures who lived in caves, in logs, and 
under bridges. They are also believed to be good luck. Just perfect for the 
lottery industry! 


The three troll brothers Tic, Tac, and Trollie, add color, spunk and charm to 
this unique lottery ticket. C’mon, admit it. Somewhere in the past there has 
been a troll in your life. You've seen them hanging from rear view mirrors, 
placed in windows, and sitting atop co-workers’ desks.  


Trolls have been immensely popular for decades. In fact, during the 60's 
trolls were the second biggest selling doll with more than a million of them 
sold in 1964 alone. In the 1990s, Troll’s hit it big again, this time selling 
over a billion dollars worth just in the United States alone. Seems 
historians will soon have to add a fifth category to their classification of 
trolls. You guessed it… enter the Lottery Troll! 


Tic Tac Trollie © & TM 2010 
 Frost Productions LLC 


Patent Pending
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End Slide/Contact into 


www.AboutFrostProductions.com 


For more information 
please contact  


Frost Productions  
& 


Be sure to visit and 
bookmark the  


Frost Productions’  
web site listed below! 






